Splash through the Project WET 2.0 Guide

The answers to these questions are found within the Project WET Curriculum and Activity Guide. Can you find them all? What else will you find?

1. Is “Nature Rules!” a writing activity?

2. What is a three-letter synonym for “vapor?”

3. Is “Water Inspirations” primarily an outdoor activity?

4. What does the acronym “WET” stand for?

5. List six different ways activities are cross-referenced. (Hint- look at p. 545)

6. Does “The Life Box” activity take over one hour to present?

7. Which grade level is “The Rainstick” used for?

8. Write the key vocabulary term for the activity “Raining Cats & Dogs.”

9. Can the activity “Pass the Jug” be adapted to lower grade levels?

10. List 4 key vocabulary terms for “H20lympics.”

11. Is “Macroinvertebrate Mayhem” an indoor activity for most classrooms?